
PART Two

The Challenge of
Consoli aton

LIBERALIZATION, STABILIZATION, PRIVATIZATION,

and poverty relief are intrinsic to transition. But they are not

enough to create vibrant market economies. Building on the

early gains of transition will require major consolidating

reforms, to develop strong market-supporting institutions, a

skilled and adaptable work force, and full integration into the

global economy.

The many institutions that support market exchange and

shape ownership in advanced market economies-both con-

crete organizations and abstract rules of the game-largely dis-

appeared under central planning. As Part One showed, even in

this weak institutional setting, favorable policy reforms have

been able to spur economic growth. But a growing body of evi-

dence on market economies suggests that, for the longer term,

if transition economies are to join the ranks of the advanced

market economies, they will need not just good economic poli-

cies but strong and accountable institutions to support and

implement them.



Which institutions are most critical? First are good laws and effective

means for their enforcement (Chapter 5). These establish and apply the rules of

the game, lower transaction costs, increase commercial certainty, create incen-

tives for efficiency, and control crime and corruption so that businesses can

focus on productive activities. Second are strong financial institutions (Chapter

6), to encourage saving and channel it to its most productive uses. Financial

institutions also play an important role in corporate governance, complement-

ing that of enterprise owners, by imposing financial discipline and overseeing

the activities of borrowers. A third essential institution is government (Chapter

7), but the all-powerful, all-encompassing governments of the planning era

need to be completely reoriented toward a smaller, more selective set of activi-

ties that support and complement, rather than stifle, private enterprise.

Institutions do not develop in a vacuum. Reformers' top-down efforts

to develop strong legal and financial institutions and to change government

behavior must be complemented by bottom-tip demand for such reform.

This demand will not spring up overnight, and it will often require deep

changes in incentives, attitudes, and experience. But it will emerge faster if

policymakers are vigilant in pursuing macroeconomic stability, open markets,

and private sector development.

An extensive body of research shows the importance of human capital for

the sustained growth and adaptation of market economies. Many countries

enter transition with a strong human capital base, and their rising returns to

education already show the importance of skills in the new economy. Never-

theless, thorough reform of education and health systems is needed, both to pre-

serve past achievements and to adapt to the needs of the market (Chapter 8).

Finally, openness to trade and foreign investment has proved an equally

robust predictor of strong economic performance across countries. Indeed, both

have already had a large positive impact in transition economies. Deeper inte-

gration into the institutions of the global economy carries obligations as well as

rights, and these can help integration serve a broader purpose: that of locking

in reforms against the emergence of pressure groups (Chapter 9).



Legal Institutions "-- -

and the Rule of Law
U nder central planning, law was first and foremost do not take local legal culture into account, they may be
an instrumenit of state control. Law in market inappropriate or may not take root. An intermediate

' economies is funidamen[tally different: it defines approach-borrowing, ideas from best-practice models
the rtiles of the game and gives individuals the rights and abroad, thell adapting themil through indigenous legal
tools to enforce them. Whrere the tiule of law is in force, drafting and political debate-usitally works best.
laws are applied fairly, transparently, and evenhandedly to Many countries have good laws that are ignored, but
all; individuals can assert and defend their rights: and the the centially planied economies brougtir this dichotomy
state's powers are defined anild limited hy law. IPeople in bet-ween law and its application to an extretne. Many laws
coitntries with a well-established rule of law rarely stop to were PItt Onl the books-such as constitutional provisions
wonder where it comes froni. BLit transitioll econolilies g-uaranteeing basic freedoms-that were never meanlt to
need to start over, to replace arbitratw rtile by powerful be applied in practice. ITransicion economies thus need to
individuals or instItiolIs with a rtIle ot' law that inspires develop effective SUpporting institutions to move their
the public tritsr and respect that will enable it to enditre. new laws from theorsv co practice. One obviouis example is

othe COUIt systetin. AlthoitgL. as discitssed below, most coIn-
Developing the rule of law tract enforcement is and should be inforimial, coitntries
The ritle of law requires good laws, demand for those still need formal enforcement mechanisms at the margin.
laws, and institutionIs to bring themil to life. Good laws alre For these to work, however, litigants must be confident
not easy to designi or co enact eveni in the best of circum- that coitrts have the power and the capacity to judge
stances; the task is harder still in transition economies, objectively and to get their judgments enforced.
whiere policy debates still rage over fuindamentals, political The administrative-comnmand systeLCI of cenitral plan-
pressures are intenise, and experience withi market mecha- ninig marginalized law withini the economy, and all formal
nisms remains scant. Yet failure to pass good laws imposes judicial institutions atrophied in the economic sphere. In
costs that go beyond the mistakes in individual laws to the most of CEE and the NIS, economic dispittes between
integrity of the legal system itself. Laws passed with major enterprises were removed from the courts' jurisdiction
inconisistencies and uncertainities, or with clear avenueLs for altogethier and instead decided bv special arbitration bod-
abitse, simply deepen public cviicismn and mistrust. ies. Even theni, if a trading partner reneged. managers

Where do new laws come from? Transitioni economilies wouLld generally iturn to ministerial or party officials for
can t LiOr to two sources: 'home-growi" law. drawn up redress rarher than puirstte administrative remiledies. Min-
either from scratch or from legislation e nacted before ccll- istries coitld order deliverv of key inpumts, whereas admin-
tral planninig. or law transplanted from esrablished market istrative bodies might only award money damages or
economies. The CEE and Baltic countries, with their impose fines-cold comfort to enterprise managers seek-
shorter history of centcial planning, have tended to draw ing to fumlfill the plan.
from prewar legislation where possible, but this soitrce is With transition, independent coutirts and alternative dis-
largel' unavailable to most of the NIS or to China. The pute resolution and enforcemeint mechanismiis need to play
alternative, imported laws, has the advantage of experi- the remedial role formerli' assigned to the hureatmcrac'. But
ence, bItt importing is risks. I)iffering histories and cul- to sav that the state must withdraw from administrative
tiltal traditions shape the wa' legal svstecmis work. If laws control is not to say it should give Llp entforcinig the law.
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Transition economies struggle with a constant tension As noted in Chapter 9, a strong commitment to inter-
between, on the one hand, the need for a strong scate to national integration can also stimulate demand for law
enforce laws and impose order and, on the other, the need and provide market-friendly models of legislation. The
for constraints on state power to make room for individ- desire of many European rransition economies to join the
ual rights. Sorting out where state power is legitimate European Union has motivated them to adopt economic
and where it is not is a constant task of governments laws that meet EU requirements in such areas as taxation,
ever,where. But whereas established market economies trade, and competition policy. Trade agreements with the
argue these questions at the margin, transition govern- United States and eventual membership in the VTO and
ments are completely refiguring the enforcement functions other international bodies can also encourage legal re-
of public institutions. form, as can a strong commitment to foreign direct in-

Formal legal systems place judges, prosecutors. arbitra- vestment. The point here is not that integration will push
tors, court functionaries (for example, bailiffs and bank- transition countries into precisely replicating foreign laws,
ruptcv trustees), and the private legal profession in the but that it will fuel demand for certain types of law and
role of primary interpreters and enforcers of laws. But the help policymakers design laws that foster links with the
full cast of characters underpinninig the rule of law in outside world.
anv countrv runs much longer. Equallv important are

I Creating legal frameworks for private
those who produce and distribute information and moni- sector development
tor market participants: among these "watchdog" institu-
tions are accounting firms, credit rating services, securities Economic laws in market economies have at least four
regulators, investigators, and other elements of civil soci- functions: defining and protecting property rights; setting
ety-including a free press. Like the courts themselves, rules for exchanging those rights; establishing rules for
these institutions were neglected under central planning entry into and exit out of productive activities; and pro-
and must now be rebuilt, essentially from the ground moting competition by overseeing market structure and
up. And of course none of them can work well if peo- behavior and correcting market failures. Many cransition
ple do not know what the law is, because ir is constantly economies are well along in drafting and enacting legisla-
changing and they have no definitive and accessible tion in the fundamental areas of property, contracts,
compilation to turn to. Transition governments need to company organization, bankruptcy, and competition, as
make sure that laws, decrees, and important coLirt deci- well as other, more specialized topics. Inconsistencies and
sions are quickly published in an official and widely omissions remain, however, and many laws are only nlow
circulated text. beginning to be implemented. Governments are often

Finally, the rule of law can take hold only if good laws hesitant to relinquish control, citizens are slow to assert
and competent institutionis are supplemented by demand their new rights, judicial and other enforcement institu-
for them. This will vary across countries, depending on tions are still severely underdeveloped, and a body of legal
their historv and culture, but economics also plays a role. interpretation to help guide practice in specific areas must
Individuals and companies have strong economic incen- be created, largely from scratch.
tives to claim their legal rights and abide by legal respon-
sibilities only to the extent that they depend on the Property rights
market-and their reputation in it. Banks and other cred- Property rights in successful market economies are com-
itors, for example, will not take seriously their new rights plex things. They form a rich, intricately defined array
under collateral, debt collection, and bankruptcy laws extending from full ownership through partial use rights
unless convinced that state bailouts are unavailable. They (such as leaseholds and easements) to rights contingent on
have to see that aggressive debt collection is necessary for specific events (such as inheritance rights and collateral
survival. Similarly, when managers require a law-abiding rights to debtors' property). Countless types of property
reputation to purchase supplies or raise capital, they will are defined and protected, from real estate and movable
think twice about violating the sanctity of contract or property to new ideas and inventions. Under central plan-
abusing minoricy shareholders. If managers can instead ning, concepts of property were based not on the scope of
turn to the government or the state banking system for individual rights or the nature of the propertv, but on the
subsidies, or if they enjoy a monopoly position, they will identity of the owner. Laws established a hierarchy, with
have no reason to worry about their market reputation. state property at the top, cooperative property in the mid-
Market-oriented incentives therefore complement mar- die, and individual property (generally restricted to hous-
ket-oriented laws and institutions. One cannot proceed ing and personal items) at the bottom.
far without the others, and all three are essential to devel- At the start of transition most of the NIS and the CEE
oping the rule of law. countries moved to expand the scope for private property
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and to putL it on an equal footing witlh state property. housing to commerci'a use. Both domestic and foreign
China and Vietnam still hold to the supremacy of state lessees of state-owned commercial propertv may be stib-
ownership. but they do allow private property and have jected to arbitrary changes in lease terms or rental rates; rent
provided wide scope for long-tern leases of property by controls often prevent owners from covering even mainte-
individuals and small businiesses. Chinese farmers. for nance costs. Although the letter of the law mav permit the
example, typically lease their land for twenty to seventy pledging of assets, the lack of a third-party notice system
years. Most transition economies, including those in Asia, and of simple foreclosure procedures may preclude it in
have also adopted intellectual property laws, ofteni at the practice (Box 5. 1). In sum, although property rights are now
urging of trading partners, although these laws are prov- recognized on paper and to a growing excent in practice,
ing notoriously difficLilt to enforce. they are still not free from extensive arbitrary interference.

Yet many of these new rights are limited by heavy re- All societies preserve some role for governiment regulation
strictions on use, pledge. and ownership. Land tise is often over the use of private property (for example, through envi-
subject to strict controls, with prohibitions or high fees for ronmilenital or nuisance laws), but many transition econ-
the conversion of agricultural land to industrial use or of omies still go well beyond what is normal in market settings.

Box 5.1 No loans for movable property?

Businesses in established market economies rely on Determining priority. For pledging to work, lenders
movable capital: it accounts for about half of the pri- need a cheap and easy way to determine whether a
vate nonresidential capital stock and about three- prior security interest exists against the property
quarters of corresponding gross investment. Yet private offered as collateral. Some advanced legal systems do
lenders in most transition economies are reluctant to this by maintaining a publicly accessible registry; oth-
make loans when the only collateral offered is movable ers do it less formally. Lenders in transition economies,
property held by the borrower-tractors, livestock, however, cannot easily determine whether such secu-
inventory, machinery, or, in extreme cases, cars and rity interests exist. In Bulgaria the priority of a security
trucks. Rather, lenders require that the movable prop- interest is determined by the dare it is agreed to; with-
erties be placed under their direct control-as if they out a central registrv, this can only be uncovered by
were valuables in a bank vault or goods in a bonded searching through hundreds of scattered notarial
warehouse-or that the borrower offer other types of records. The pledge registry in Poland is open only to
collateral, such as real estate. This difficulty in using banks. In China and Lithuania a security interest in
movable property as collateral results in much presum- movable property can only be registered if the under-
ably desirable investment going unfinanced. Capital lying asset requires registration-fine for cars, trucks,
formation is slowed, resulting in lower output and ships, and airplanes but useless for tractors, drill
growth. Why is real estate or merchandise in a vault presses, and grain silos. In Larvia and Poland state taxes
acceptable as collateral, bur nor livestock, machinery, take automatic priority over secured private claims, so
and inventories? The answer lies in the process of cre- private lenders without intimate knowledge of the
ating, prioritizing, and enforcing security interests in status of a borrower's tax payments cannot know if a
movable property-the underlying contracts necessary loan is safe.
for loans and credit sales to work. Enforcement. In the event of nonpayment, lenders

Creation. Legal systems should ideally permit the also need a quick and inexpensive way to recover and
inexpensive creation of security interests for any person sell pledged and mortgaged assets. In transition
over any thing. Yet many transition economies restrict economies the time required for repossession and sale
the development of such interests. Bulgaria and Esto- of a pledged asset ranges from six months to three years
nia forbid the pledging of goods not currently held by and can extend even longer. This is too long for most
the borrower, making it difficult to finance crops and collateral to retain its economic value. Inventories of
livestock. In Hungary and Poland only banks may for- food, clothing, and even machinery will depreciate so
mally lend for property that remains in the borrower's much during this period that they cannot effectively
hands; this limits development of nonbank lending. guarantee a loan. Recent Russian and Chinese laws
Vietnam forbids the sale of pledge items, making it take some promising steps to address this problem, but
difficult to finance inventory. it is too early to tell how well they are working.
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Contracts from entering the market. Long-term interfirrn contracts
Freedom of contract is one of the great virtues of marker- are almost noniexistenit, because such contracts are partic-
oriented legal systems, providing decentralized way of ularly difficull to police ind maitain. Liirs on the scope
allocating resources to their best uses. Parties are free to of contracting are only some of the costs of inadequate
nego)tiatc performancc reqwelents and prices. to allo- formal enforcement. A more menacing cost is the vacuum
cate risks of loss if conditiolis change. and to specify how opened for more violent enforcement mechanisms-such
disputes will be handled. And during the course of rhe as the mafia-that corrode trust even further, as discussed
contract, if the bargain ceases to make econiomic sense to below.
One party, contract law gene-ally allows that party to with-
draw and pay monetary compelisatioll rather than con- Comipany and jb'ign investment /lav

tinLIe to perform under the contract. Well-designed and well-enforced company law is essential
In centrally planned systerns, by contrast, parries had if private comppanies want to tap into cap)ital markets. In

no freedom either to enter into or to exit from commer- 1995 financial markets valued a typical Russiall firm at
cial contcracts. Interenterprise con tracts were mere instru- onlv abour one-twenitieth of its likely value in a mature
ments of the plan, aiid ftull performanice was generally' market economy. This low valuation all btit prevents
required. The collapse of central planning put an end firmis from raising new capital by issuinIg shares. Why are
to these notions of contract, to be replaced by new, share prices so low? A survey offoreign investors suggests
amended, or revived civil and comimlercial codes. Al- that one important reasonl is thie weakness of company law
thoLugh these codes generally follow \XWestern Europeani as an instrumlient for overseeing managers and protecting
norms, tendenicies toward control and paternalisimi some- sharelholders, particularly minority ones.
times remaini. The new Russian civil code, for example, The need for comprehensive company lawv emerges in
containis several provisions aimed at controlling the acriv- full force only' wheni large-scale private activities are ftilly
ities of firms perceived as economically strong. Many of legalized. Transition economies have typically emulated
the controls arise from a legitimate desire to protect con- the models in established market economies, partictilarly
sumilers and debtors who are unlftalililiar with markets, in the company forms and related rules found in Western
situations of unequal bargaining power and inadeqLate Europe. Most new companiv codes in transition econ-
judicial prorection. But rhev can also reflect an older tra- omies provide for joint-stock companies, limited-liabilirt
dition of trying to dictate economilc relations and out- companiies (smaller entities often limited to fifty or so
comiles. In a market setting somile of these controls could investors), and limited and general partnerships. The
elid tIp hurting the very people they are meant to protect, mosr popular foriml among smaller new firms has been the
by constrainine their freedom to allocate risk or by pre- simpler and more flexible limited-liability' company. The
venting some transactions altogethier. more formal joint-stock company predominates amnong

The impact of these new contiact laws will depend on large privatized firms and ptiblicly traded companies.
their enforcement. Most day-to-day contracts in market Like most of the important legal changes disctissed in
economies do nor reqtiire formal enforcemeiit. Both par- this chapter, the move to modern forms of company law
ties fLlfill their legal obligatmios because thev benefir trom represents a radical shift for transition countcr govern-
the transactioni or because neither party is willing to risk ments. from controlling co merely facilitating economic
its reptitation by reneging. But an economliy still needs activity. Companiy law has to walk a fine line berween
credible, low-cost formal enforcement mechianisms to two often-conflictinig goals: flexibility anid protection.
whichi aggrieved parties can turin wheni all else fails. Company owiners and managers need to be as free as pos-

The shortage of institutiolIs to enforce contracts limits sible to arrange their own activities, yetr the ptiblic, includ-
the scope of transactions, makes contracting more costly, ing investors, employees, and other stakeholders, also
and prohibits some contracts altogether. A recent study of needs protection from insider fraud and misimianagemenit.
contractling in Btlgaria, for example, foLtid that private Western Riles regarding joint-stock companies may not
firms have litcle confidenice in the courts (although they give adeqtiate protectioni to investors in transition
still use them from time to time) and instead rely heavily economies, which lack the highly developed market, legal,
on trust wheni choosling buIsilless partiners. They' find stip- and government instittitions on whiici stIch rules depend
pliers whio ship quickly and customers who pay qtiickly. (Box 5.2).
and work with tihem on a continuing basis. They are su1s- The tensioni between flexibility and protectioni is par-
picious of new ctistomers. who are caref'illy screened and ticularly problematic in transition economilies. In the name
often reqtiied ro pay Up front. Lack of confidence in for- of protecting investors, creditors, or the ptiblic. many
mal enforcement mechasnisms, and thus in dealings with countries have erected high-cost barriers to entry. Two of
strangers, limits firms' activities and hinders new firms the most conspicuotis are high minimum capital require-
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ments and complex registration requirements. Minimum aggrieved shareholders, and doctrines that look behind the
capital requirements for joint-stock companies, for exam- corporate veil to make individuals personally liable in cases
ple, typically range from $20,000 to $40,000 and some- of fraud.
times (as in Hungary) exceed $100,000. And in Moscow.
for example, it takes an average of six to eight weeks to ful- Bankruptcy law!
fill the ten steps typically required to register a new corn- A well-designed bankruptcy law-generally including pro-
pany (nor including the additional licenses required for cedures for both liquidation and reorganization of prob-
many activities). Supposedly designed to protect the ptib- lem firms-plays several important roles in market
lic, these requirements are burdensome for new entrants- economies. It provides failing firms with an orderly means
particularly small entreprenetirs who mayVtherefore choose of exit. It sptirs ailing but potentially viable firms to
to remain in the informal sector-and are obvious sources restructure. And it promotes the flow of credit by protect-
of corruption. Manv could be reduced or eliminated. ing creditors. Ideally, bankruptcy shifts control over finan-
Fraud is indeed a crucial issue in transition environments, cially distressed firms to their creditors before all the assets
but these are inefficient tools to combat it. Countries have been misused or dissipated, and it gives creditors the
should work to develop more sophisticated legal devices, inlormation and power to direct the use of the remaining
such as criminal prosecutions, class action suits for assets to recover debts. Without this safeguard. creditors

Box 5.2 Protecting investors: Corporate law from scratch

Transition economies have weak and sometimes cor- procedural rather than substantive requirements. Its
rupt courts and regulators, undeveloped capital mar- goal is to give significant minority shareholders the
kets, and a shortage of trained lawyers and accountanrs. power to protect themselves against opportunism by
It is difficult for potential investors to get information controlling insiders. At the shareholder level the model
on companies and to enforce laws against managers, focuses on voting rules. For example, it puts more
who may also be large shareholders. Hence the risk of types of decisions up for shareholder approval, and it
insider opportunism is high, which discourages much- requires supermajority approval for important business
needed outside investment. Transition economies need decisions such as mergers or major sales of assets. At
a corporate law that can work even in this setting. the governing level the model requires that a certain

Two broad Western models for protecting investors proportion of directors be independent, and it gives
through corporate law are available. So-called prohibi- "disinterested" directors (those without a direct stake)
tive corporate laws bar many kinds of behavior that are sole power to approve certain rypes of transactions,
open to abuse, such as self-dealing transactions and such as those between related parties. It mandates
cash mergers. This model was followed in nineteenth- "cumulative voting" for directors, a rule that ensures
century U.S. and British codes and is to some extent that large minority shareholders are represented on the
followed in European codes today. By contrast, the so- board. By imposing these and other procedural re-
called enabling corporate laws that prevail in the quirements, the self-enforcing model tries to create
United Kingdom and the United States today allow self-policing mechanisms and to reduce reliance on
companies greater freedom and depend more on mar- courts and administrative agencies for enforcement.
ket constraints and other civil and criminal laws (such Of course, the self-enforcing model also works bet-
as antifraud statutes) to discipline managers and pro- ter when judicial enforcement mechanisms can serve as
tect investors. The enabling model is almost certainly a backdrop. But even without official enforcement, the
unsuitable for transition economies because of the introduction of procedural safeguards may slowly
weakness of these other constraints on insider oppor- change norms of behavior as more and more compa-
tunism. But the prohibitive model also has its costs. nies adopt them to develop a good reputation for hon-
Not only can its inflexibiliry inhibit legitimate business est behavior, to emulate their peers, or simply because
behavior, but strong courts or administrative agencies they are available and reasonable. No one knows
are needed to enforce its many rules. whether this model will succeed in Russia or elsewhere,

An alternative approach, followed to a large extent but it stands out as a pragmatic attempt to tailor long-
in the new Russian companies law, is a self-enforcing term institutional reforms to the limitations of the
corporate law. This model focuses on structural and transition environment.
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will either refuse to make loans or turn to the state for sup- moniopoly power. Both are difficult areas and further
port when loans turn bad. Bankruptcy is an important examples of tIhe tension between the need for a strong state
complemenit to-not a substitute for-disciplined macro- and the need for constraints on state power. Some Lransi-
economic policies and privatization. tion economies, in their push to free up markets, have

Many transition economiiies have adopted new bank- uliderestlimated the need for active government in-
ruptcy laws. Those in Bulgaria. Estonia, Hungary, and volvemienit. Others have milaintained overzealous and anti-
Slovenia are among the best designed. They provide, for competitive controls.
example. clear criteria for determining insolvenicy and The case for regulation is nor always clear-cut; electric
delineating claims, efficiencv-enihancing priority ruiles power generation, for example, and natural gas production
(most imp>ortant, giving preference to secured creditors are potentially competitive, although the distributioni side
over government claims), broad scope for debt forgiveniess of both industries is a true natural monopoly (in which a
and workable voting rules (generally requiring one-lialf to single firm most efficiently supplies the market). In cases
two-thirds majorities co bind dissenting minorities) if of natural monopoly, governments need to develop clear
creditors want to reorganize the firm, and flexibility as to and etfective regulation that is stable over time. This is
the method of asset sale in cases of liquidation. especially important wheni countries want to exploit new

Design is only half the issue, however: bankruptcy laws opportunlities for private sector involvement in intfra-
are not vet effectively enforced in any transitioni economy. structure industries (see Box 3.6). To be credible, natural
HuLngary perhaps comes the closest (see Box 3. 1), although monopoly regulators must be indepenident, operating at
creditor involvement remalis inadequate to ensure effi- arm's length from the regulated firm, other government
cent economic outcomes and guard agaiist fraud. li sonme agencies, and other vested interests. They must guard
countries, such as the Czech and Slovak Rlepublics, the against both "capture" by the regtilated firn and popular
government has deliberately slowed the implemilentationl and political pressures to let prices fall below cost. Some
of bankruptcy law, and the number of cases (although transitioni economies, such as Ukraine and Albania, are
increasing rapidly) is still relatively small. In othiers, such as already setting up autonomnous regulatory bodies (in elec-
Albania, Bulgaria, and Romania, laws are of recent vintage, tric power and other industries) similar to models in the
and it remains uncertain whether creditors will have the United States, the United Kingdom, and Latin America.
incentive to use them effectively. Finally. China and most Central European regulators in telecommunications-
NIS (other than the Baltics) have not yet implemenited a another industrv that tends toward monopolv-are less
package of reforms, including subsidy reduictions, privati- independent, and formal tariff authorirt and other regula-
zation, and banking reforms, that will force hard budget tony powers remain largely with ministers.
constraints on creditors (whether banks or firms) and The CEE and Baltic countries, Kazakstan, IMongolia,
thereby create the widespread demanid that brings bank- and Russia have adopted antimonopoly laws that gener-
ruptcy laws to life. ally follow Western European models (in most cases to

reflect the harmonization requirements of the European
Competition law' Union). These laws typically restrict horizontal and verti-
As discussed in Chapter 3. transirion economies, particu- cal restraints on trade and the abuse of a "dominant" mar-
larly in CEE and the NIS. inherited an industrial struccure ket position (usually defined as 30 to 40 percent of the rel-
with many monopolistic or oligopolistic firms, dominiant evant market and the unilateral abilitv to restrict
state ownership, and a scrong tradition of state control. competition). Horizontal restraints are agreements among
Many governmenits continue to erect barriers to trade, competitors to fix prices or divide markets; vertical re-
whether through tariffs and quotas on imports, taxes on straints include a wide range of restrictive agreements
exports, or local government curbs on products enterinig becween producers and distributors. These laws also em-
other provinces. These anticompetitive legacies and prac- power the government to block anticompetitive mergers
tices need to be dismantled if markets are to ftiction and in some cases to break up monopolies.
effectively. Experience in CEE confirimis chat reducing The Europeani Union and several member and non-
tariffs and removing other trade barriers can go a long member countries (particularly Germanv, the United
way toward promoting competition, particularly in small Kingdom, and the United States) have played important
countries, by imposing world prices (adjusted for trans- roles in helping design these competition laws, pushing
port costs) as an effective ceiling on domestic prices. Im- for their adoption, and training staff for and otherwise
proving marker infrastructure, both physical facilities and assisting anrimtonopoly offices. Because transition econ-
services, is also critical. omies inilheited such a legacy of state dominance and are

Bitt these efforts need to be complemilenlted by regula- short on adminiistrative capacity. however, antimonopoly
tion of natural monopolies and by anrifilonopoly law to offices face somewhat different priorities than their EU
ensure efficiency and protect the public fromil the abuse of and U.S. counterparts. They must focus their scarce re-
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sotirces on big issues and big problems, becoming first and give courts more indepenidence by appointing judges for
foremost strong and vocal advocates of competition and life. China, the Kvrgyz Reptiblic. and Ukraine are among
free trade. Of the offices established so far, those in Cen- the few countries that maintain elections and shorter
tral Europe (most notably Poland and the Czech and terms for judges. Private arbitration, alwavs used in inter-
Slovak Republics) have been among the most forceful and national trade disputes, is nlow also allowed for domestic
effective, althougih even their voices are sometimes diffi- disputes in most transition economies. This is extremely
cult to hear. Offices also need to concentrate on disman- importanlt because it can save scarce judicial resources bv
tling regulatory and other barriers to the entrv of new privatizing dispute resolutioll and can provide helpful
firms, because entry is a key source of competitioni in these competition to spur court reform.
economies. For example, exclusive supply or distributioni Despice these importanit reforms, courts in transition
agreements imposed by dominant firms mav act as barrn- economilies will need time to overcome the legacies of the
ers to entry and may be challenged tinder competition past and regaini public confidence. Judges. particularlv in
laws. The Ukrainian antimonopoly office, established in the NIS, have limited experienice with markets, earn low
1994, has devoted much attention to preserving a level salaries, and as a profession enjoy little prestige or public
playing field for new firms by combating discrimination trrst. Clear notionis of professional ethics are not yet well
against them, particulariv by state actors. With regard to developed. CouLrt fees are high and waits can be long. The
horizontal restraints, offices should combat overt price fix- newiness and lack of claritv of manv laws make for unpre-
ing (and similar cartel agreements) among big producers dictable decisions. And even when judgments have been
and address structural concernis by malintaining veto reachied, the winners can find them difficult to enforce. In
power over anticompetitive mergers and by breaking up Vietnam, for example, fewer than 40 percent of court
tie most egregious state-owned monopolies before or dtir- rulings in 1993 and 19994 were actually' enforced, and up
ing privatization. The Czech and Slovak antimonopoly to half the jtidgimients of RtIssian cotirts go unenforced.
offices. foi example, have focused on dismantling monop- These factors, combined with engrainied ctiltural attitudes
olies prior to privatization. Russia cotild be more aggre5- toward the law;, help to explaini why so few private busi-
sive in confronting monopolistic strtuctures, incltding nesses want to use the courts to settle disputes. particularly
some of the emerging financial-indtustrial groups. in the NIS andi East Asia.
Judicial institutions The private legal profession is another institution that

must develop if people are to become familiar with the
As this chapter has scressed throughout. laws are only as law and use it effectivelv. As markets grow and law be-
good as the institutions that eniforce themli. And it is com- comes inore complex. societies need independenit lawyers
petent and reliable courts and specialized enforcement to counsel clients, strticture and formalize transactions,
agencies such as securities commissions and antimonopoly and help resolve disputes. In centrally planined economies
offices that provide the foundation on whichl all enforce- lawyers were emplovees of the state. Their role in the
ment activity-formal or informal-ultimatelv depends. conimercial sphere was primarilv administrative, and they
Courts not only enforce laws and resolve disputes: their had little independenice and few of the skills needed in a
interpretations also fill in the many inevitable gaps in market economy. Transition has brought a dramatic rise
legislation. CEE and the NIS have followed different in the ntimber of lawvers and the training opporttiniries
paths in re-creating jtudicial institutions for dispute reso- open to them. In China, for example, the number of
lution and enforcement. In most of the NIS the state arbi- licensed lawyers rose from only 3,000 over the entire
tration systemii that used to mediate disputes betweeni state 1957--80 period to more than 60,000 in 1995. Law
enterprises was transformed into a formal court systemn-- school enirolliments today exceed 30,000. and the govern-
the arbitrazl cotirts-to supplemiienit existing civil courts. ment has announced a target of 150.000 lawyers bv 2000.
In CEE, by contrast, the arbitration system was abolished, Btit standaids of competence and professional ethics will
and civil courts were expanded to incltide separate com- take longer to develop and enforce. Many transition
mercial sections. Although the latter might be the better economilies are beginning to reqtiire bar examinations, but
approach if it fosters tiore unified stantdards and a more the recogniltion of conflicts of interest-and other ethical
professional judiciary, either rotire can work given the dilemmas-is still in its infisnicy.
right incenitives, traininig, and experienice. The notoliotis
powers of the pretransition 'procuracy" to supervise Increasing the level of trust in the state
courts and intervene in individtial decisionis has beeni Defininig and enforcing the laws governing private sector
reduced, and in CEE the procuracy has been transforimled activity reqtire a strong and competent state. Yet well-func-
into an institutioni more akin to a \'vestern ptiblic prose- tioning markets also need a clear sense of whiere the state's
cutor's office. Most transition economies have also tried role ends. Thle government must itself be ruled by law and
to reform appointimlenit and oversight mechaniisimis and trtisted bv private entities not to intervene arbitrarily in
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their affairs, to follow its announced policy statemenlts, and Constrainiog state power
co deliver on its obligations. Recent cross-country research Formal constraints on arbitrarv state power in established
suggests that citizens' level of trust in government to carrv market economies derive partlv from constitutional and
out its declared policies and to meet its obligations is posi- administrative law. These bodies of law ensure that all
tively associated with long-term economic growth (Figure legislation is consistent with the national constitution and
5.1). Separate surveys of private Firms in 1995 suggest that that regulations, in turn, are consistent with the law. Thev
the Czech Republic has achieved a high level of government delineate the rulemaking authority of various state bodies,
credibility, whereas in Russia credibility is much lower. lav our the procedures for enacting laws and proniulgating
Coulitries with levels of credibilitv as different as in these regulations, and provide individuals recourse against
two countries nypically hlave widely differing economic ulilawful or capricious state action. Of course, these for-
growth rates. Trust in government depends partly on citi- mal constraints are not created in a vacuum but are
zens knowing that they can seek recourse against arbitrary spurred bv deep historical, cultural, and political forces.
Or illegal state acts, on limits on official corruptioll, and on Unsurprisingly, there were very few legal or social con-
the state's ability to control crime. straints on state power in centrally planned systems. Sev-

Government credibility and faster growth usually go together.

Figure 5.1 Economic growth per capita and government credibility
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Growth of GDP per capita (percent per year)

Note: The sample consists of twenty-eight economies plus Czech Republic and Russia. Growth data are annual averages for 1981-90,
and data on government credibility are based on public opinion surveys taken in late 1992 (which included retrospective questions),
except that data for Czech Republic and Russia are for 1995 on both measures. Source: Borner, Brunetti, and Weder 1994; World

Bank data.
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eral planned economies did establish administrative courts nesses in Lithuania, Russia, and Ukraine (to cite just three
or empower regular courts with adminiistrative oversight, examples) acknowledge paying fees to various officials as
beginning with Yugoslavia in 1952 and followed by other well as to organized crime. These bribes are large by inter-
CEE countries in the I 960s and I 97 0s and eventually the national standards: in Ukraine. for example. they can rep-
Soviet Union (1987) and China (1989). Bur their povelr reselt up to two moniths' gross sales per year. Some offi-
was tightly circumscribed, and the reforms had little prac- cials have used their positions to give special privileges to
tical impact. private businlesses in which they' have personal stakes. In

Demnocratic reforms have led manyv tratnsition econ- manv transitioni econiomies the p ublic's perception of
omies to broaden the scope of judicial review to cover all widespread corruption-including the misappropriation
administrative acts and to give civil or commercial courts of public property-is undermininwg support for govern-
clear oversight jurisdiction. In addition, all CEE couLitries ments and for reform.
and some NIS have established constititional courts witth Why is corruption thriving? E'vidence from other
the power to overturn laws and regulationis that they find countries shows that corruption thrives wheni both public
unconstitutional. Thus, the procedural means to oversee officials and private agents have much to gain and little to
state actions is beginning to emerge. Thlele is still, how- lose, precisely the situation in most transition settings.
ever, profound confusion about the division of authority Traditional controls weaken before new legal rescraints-
among various state actors, particularly In the NIS. The not least, rules regarding conflicts of interest-become
distinction berweeni the legislative authiority of the parlia- effective. In addition, the state retains enormous wealth-
ment and the rulemaking authority of the executive is enterprises, properties, natural resources-and regulatory
vague at best, as is the allocation of authority among power, cven as private propertv, business, and wealth are
nationial, provincial, and local governments. Different being legitimized. Uncertain rules, heavy regtilationi. and
state bodies often issue laws or regulation1s on the same pervasive controls give officials exceptional power, many
topics, producinig a quagmire of conflicting rules. 'This opportunlities to seek bribes, and wide scope for appropri-
struggle for rulemaking power often reflects a deep strug- ating public wealth. The weakness of civil society-polit-
gle over the speed and direction of reform. For example, ical parties, interest groups, social organizations, and the
reform-minded executives or ministries often try to push1 like-in some transition environments means that this
through reforms against defensive or ulidecided parlia- important countervailing force is largely absent.
ments or local governments. Although this may speed The low official pay of public servanits makes corrup-
reform in the short run, in the long run it cotild under- tion particularly enticinig. Indeed, in some countries it
m*ine the rule of law. now represents the main incentcive to remain in public ser-

The emerging role of constitutional courts in transition vice. Despite periodic anticorruptioln efforts, the risks of
economies ofTers an interesting example of the struggle to engaging in corrupt behavior have fallen dramaticallv. Not
establish checks and balances in government and their onlyis overnmentoversight veak, but the legacy of per-
interaction with economic reform. Hungary's and Poland's sonalized economic relationships and more recently of
constitutionial courts have been active in overturiniig eco- financial scandals underimiine standards for official anti pri-
nomic reform initiatives. In Poland, for example, the COUlt vate conduct alike. It is hard to punish one person for mis-
invalidated most of the goverinment's efforts to cut public conduct if the public perceives that everyone else-includ-
spending on pensions. The Hungarian cotirt struck down ing high officials-is doing the same ching. This raises the
provisions of the government's NIarch 1995 stabilization danger that transitioni economies may experience an
package aimed at cutting spending on family allowances extended period of pervasive corruptioni.
and education. This tensioni between competing authori- Corruption is by no means costless. Recent cross-
ties may slow some necessary economic adjustMIelin, buit iC COltintr' anlalysis suggests a significant association with
is a healthy indicator of democracy and is likely to ease both lower private investment anti slower econiomic
throughi continued political debate and leal development. growthi. Bribes may help bIsiniesses avoid burdensome

regulations. but they also create incentives to make re,gu-
Controlling corruption lations even more complex and costly. Officials may block
The use of public office for private gaini is hardly new to further reforms to entrenich their power and maintain
transition economies. Before reform, items as important as their illicit income. State enterprise manaage rs may realize
housing and as trivial as choice cuts of meat were often that they can purchase or divert enterprise assets cheaply
allocated through the back door in exchange For favors or if they' delay privatization and make their companies
bribes. Transition-style corriptioni, however, is different: it uliderperform. Corruption can divert public resources
is more visible and more monev-based. Corruption has awav from1 vital areas, such as education, where the poten-
emerged as a major concern in Chinia. And mosr busi- tial for bribes is smaller. It also underCLets governmentsLI I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~n
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abilitv to enforce legitimate regulations and collect public dures so as to reduce the monopoly power of officials in
revenues, as activities shift into the shadow economy to granting approvals. Finallv, public education campaigns
avoid government altogether. Equall]) serious, corruption and serioLus attempts to publicize and punish high-level
weakens public confidence in government and can help corruption can send a message that the rules of the game
extremist politicians who promise order. are changing. These approaches reinforce one another, as

What can governmencs do to combat corruptioni? Hay- many cotUncries, including the Uniced States (Box 5.3),
ing made the move to the market, thev cannoc turn back have found.
the clock and resurrect the old constraints. Instead, they
must both reduce the opportunities for corruption and Stopping organized crime
raise the attendant risks. Rapid and transparent privatiza- Private organized crime antedared transition but has
tion, liberalization, and demoniopolization of the econ- grown dramatically in recent vears. It has become both
omy can do much to reduce the scope for corruption and more visible and, especially in Russia (where it ranks as a
restructLre incentives. Higher salaries for public officials main concern in both household and business surveys),
reduce the attraction of bribes and raise the cost of dis- more violent. Crime is closely intertwined with corrup-
missal. Simplifving taxes and regulations-the most tion. With a private economy opening new avenues for
importaic concern, for example, of bLsinesses surveyed in private criminality, current and former public officials
Lithuania-and clarifying property rights reduce oppor- (including police officers and former secret police agents)
tunities for bribery and help firms survive withoLIc resort- often facilitate or participate in organized crime. Private
ing to corruption. Where regulations are scill needed, security grotips-inchlding groups that are themselves
governments must strengthen oversight and appeal mech- criminal-have arisen in part to fill the void left by cor-
anismis and, wlhere possible, provide alterniative proce- rupt police or coLirts that are unable or uniwilling to pro-

Box 5.3 Controlling corruption through overlapping jurisdictions: Examples from the United States

Corruption exists in all countries, albeit to different legal regimes that lack legitimacy in the eyes of a large
extents. How governments organize their activities segment of the public.
affects the opportunities and incentives for corruption. Even after all feasible structural and regulatory
One way to reduce the monopoly power of public reforms have been implemented, strong leadership and
officials is to give them overlapping domains. Corrup- law enforcement capacity are needed to fight corrup-
tion in passport issuance is kept low in the United tion. The experience with reform in major U.S. cities
States, for example, by letting people apply at any of as diverse as Toledo, Ohio, in 1900 and New York
numerous passport offices. (A national system of City in the 1980s shows the importance of a commit-
records prevents repeat issuance.) To avoid the pay- ted leader at the top, strong independent inspecrors to
ment of bribes for expedited service, the passport pursue investigations and prosecutions, and grassroots
agency itself sells such a service. For tasks that impose citizen involvement. In New York, for example, wide-
costs instead of benefits, overlapping jurisdictions can spread corruption and racketeering in the construction
reduce the gains from bribing any one official. For industry imposed billions of dollars in costs on the
example, some observers claim that the coexistence of school system through waste and poor-qualiry coIn-
federal, state, and local narcotics enforcement authori- struction and maintenance. In 1988 the city created an
ties in the United States has reduced the level of offi- Office of Inspector General as a quasi-independent
cial corruption. body within the school district with the power to pur-

Where possible, it helps to decriminalize or deregu- sue criminal investigations, civil prosecutions, admin-
late an activity that is a major source of crime and istrative sanctions, and institLtional reform. The office
corruption. The Eighteenth Amendment to the U.S. put heavy emphasis on prequalifying bidders and
Constitution, ratified in 1919, prohibited the manu- refused to do business with any company that lacked a
facture and sale of alcohol. The amendment was reputation for honesty and integrity. In its first five
repealed in 1933 after a period of widespread illegal vears the office conducted more than 3,500 investiga-
activity and corruption of law enforcement officials. tions, debarred 180 firms, and generated more than
The U.S. experiment with prohibition is a case study $20 million in savings, paying for itself and reducing
of the risks and costs of introducing regulatory and corruption at the same time.
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tect public safety and enforce contracts. ILike corruption, an efficient and law-abiding security apparatus and dis-
economic crime thrives when property rights are poorlv pute resolution mechanisms that ensure due process. Gov-
defined, when monopolies exist that mafias can tap. and ernments at both the national and the local level must
when legal procedures are ineffective and thus the risk therefore tackle internal corruption if they hope to control
of punishment is low. It also thrives when widespread organized crime. Icaly's recent success in combating the
poverty and lack of economic opportunity leave potential Sicilian mafia shows that dedicated, honest prosecutors
young recruits susceptible to the lure of mafia wealth. and judges can make inroads against corruption and orga-
New financial sectors offer a fruitful arena for crime, and nized crime, but only if given strong political and logisti-
in many NIS and CEE countries crime has been further cal support from the top levels of government.
spurred by the lucrative rewards of druig trafficking. T1he The agenda
region is well located to be a conduit for drug transport
between poppy-growing regions in South Asia (particu- It is a hard fact of transition that the features of a market
larly Afghanistan) and markets in Western Europe. economy that many of these countries need most are the

Russia's mafia is not a single organization but a collec- verv ones that will take the longest to build. As this chap-
tion of perhaps 3,000 to 4,000 groups employing more ter has emphasized, moving from plan to market requires
than 25,000 people; several hundred of these groups now a new way of thinking about the entire legal system. Part-
span the NIS and CEE and sometimes reach into the ners to contracts, the lawyers who help draft them, and
West. Some fill market gaps created by inadequate gov- the courts that enforce them all must stop behaving as if
eriniient institutions, providing security services for new they were still the instrmlents of a single central planner,
private businesses or helping to enforce contracts (for and start working in the interests of the countless private
example by collecting debts for banks. a significant num- individuals whose activities make up a market. People
ber of which maintain close links with organized crime). have to know-and respect-the law and the institutions
But the value of these services is dwarfed by the sums charged with enforcing it. Just as important, they must
these powerful criminal groups extort from private busi- have some faith that the government will apply the law
nesses. They force "loans" out of banks, demand protec- consistently and will itself abide by certain constraints,
tion money from new firms, and use banks and other refraining from arbitrary intervention and corruption.
businesses to gain access to wealth,v clients. The,v dissem- None of these ingredients will spring up overnight. But
imate counterfeit money and launder illicit income. Like the message is not necessarily to proceed slowly toward a
their Sicilian namesakes, they adopt ruthless enforcement market economy, to allow these institutions and laws to
methods, as shown by the numerous murders of leading develop at their own pace. Many of the countries now
Russian bankers and businesspeople in recent years. And without an adequate rule of law are already market
these are only the visible costs. What cannot be seen are economies; governments cannot reassert control through
the investments forgone for fear of extortion and the legit- the old mechanisms but must instead develop new poli-
imate businesses that have failed because they could not cies and institutions to suit a new relationship benveen
compete with mafia-run enterprises. state and citizens. And as noted above, many market

Both corruption and organized crime are deep. long- reforms-such as liberalization and demonopolization of
term problems without easy solutions, particularly given industrv-can actually speed the development of the rule
the scale on which they are now emerging in some rransi- of law, both by fueling demand for new laws and, just as
tion economies. Strong and internatioially' coordinated important, by reducing the number and influence of
law enforcement efforts are needed. These in turn require groups who profit from their absence.


